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Abstract: New ideas are often born from connecting the dots. What new ideas have emerged among
the two highly trending research topics of sustainability and social media? In this study, we present
an empirical analysis of 762 published works that included the terms “sustainability” and “social
media” in their abstracts. The bibliographic data, including abstracts, were collected from the
Scopus database. In order to conduct the analysis, we used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
an unsupervised machine learning algorithm to extract the latent topics from the large quantity of
research abstracts without any manual adjustment. The 10 main topics identified from our analysis
revealed topographical maps of research in the field. By measuring the variation of topic distributions
over time, we identified hot topics (research trends that are becoming increasingly popular over time)
and cold topics. Sustainable consumer behavior, Sustainable community and Sustainable tourism
were identified as being hot topics, while Education for sustainability was identified as the only cold
topic. By identifying current trends in social media and sustainability research, our findings lay a
platform from which further studies may abound.
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1. Introduction

13, 1269. https://doi.org/10.3390/

Sustainability and social media are two megatrends that have formed a new management paradigm in the 21st century. Both have enhanced customer engagement and
have altered the way corporations perceive performance. Unfortunately, many businesses
still have not quite found out how the two areas can be successfully brought together.
The research that has taken place at the interface between the two fields can be a good
reference point. This paper explores this possibility.
Social media plays a vital role in implementing more sustainable operational practices
across an organization in that it raises greater awareness of sustainability, enables stakeholders to participate more effectively, and has become an important source of information
for business. Competitive advantages rely on the ability of an organization to develop,
reconfigure, and incorporate expertise in order to best respond to the changing market
climate [1]. Recently, the changing market environment has been as strong as a typhoon,
and it is no exaggeration to say that sustainability and social media are in the eye of
the typhoon. Based on the resource-based view of the firm, social media is regarded as
resources that may enhance organizational capabilities and business performance [2]. Social media consists of seven functional resources: identity, interactions, sharing, presence,
partnerships, credibility, and communities [3].
New ideas are often born from connecting the dots. What new ideas have emerged
from the two highly trending research topics of sustainability and social media? In this
paper, we present an empirical analysis of papers published that included both “sustainability” and “social media” in their abstracts. A huge number of studies have been conducted
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in the fields of sustainability and social media, however, only a small percentage of the
research examines the intersection of the two fields. Our bibliographic study provides a
meaningful contribution by focusing on the intersection of these two megatrends.
When knowledge reaches maturity, scholars become interested in the existing literature itself because it becomes an important source of information from which further
studies may abound [4]. In particular, the study of sustainability requires interdisciplinary
research, in that the concept of sustainability incorporates many, if not all, of the activities
that people undertake: science and engineering, the environment and ecology, economics
and business, sociology and philosophy, and many others [5]. It was indeed shown that
sustainability research is much more interdisciplinary than research in general, in that
sustainability-based studies more successfully integrate knowledge from the environmental, social, and economic sciences than scientific research [6]. Given the interdisciplinarity
of sustainability research the task of grasping the topographic map and the research trends
has particularly important implications.
Many attempts have been made to study the sustainability literature in detail and
explain what has been learned historically and provide guidance for future studies [7].
Some reviews have delved into the concept of sustainability to derive a more accurate
definition of it [8,9]. The most common definition of sustainability is “development which
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs,” as stated in the Brundtland Report [10]; however, there are different
interpretations, with subsequent reviews trying to partially solve the complexity and
ambiguity of the concept and to achieve a shared vision among the different stakeholders.
With the advancement of the concept of sustainability, emphasis has turned to the
more specific goals of sustainability: economic progress, social development, and the
conservation of the environment for future generations. They are called the three pillars
of sustainability, and, based on this conceptual foundation, sustainability research has
begun to bloom in earnest in each related academic field. In line with this, an assessment of
the literature has been actively conducted in accordance with the various academic fields
related to sustainability.
For example, the evolution of themes and clusters in circular economy research
was analyzed together with an assessment of their interrelation with sustainability [11].
Murphy analyzed existing literature to identify the components of the social pillar, the
second axis of sustainability [12]. Albino identified the main dimensions and elements that
characterize a “smart city,” which is closely related to sustainability on the grounds of the
existing literature [13].
In business administration, many reviews exist in the areas of sustainable supply
chain or green supply chain where sustainability and supply chain management are integrated [14–16]. There are reviews of the research that has taken place at the interface
between sustainability and business strategy, product innovation, and corporate finance,
respectively [17–19]. However, existing sustainability literature studies, especially qualitative studies, have several methodological problems that are common in studies adopting
similar methodologies [20]. First, there is a problem of selection bias resulting from the
subjective classification of research topics. Second, predetermined research categories may
not cover all of the research topics, especially when researchers do not know or form a
consensus on the research covered in new fields of enquiry. Third, it is not appropriate to
name a study as being truly representative of one topic because a piece of research often
contains multiple topics.
The topic modeling approach used in this work is one of the promising solutions to
these problems. It is an algorithm that mechanically discovers potential topics in a large
collection of unstructured documents. Since there is no need to label documents in advance,
analysis can be done relatively independently of a human’s prior judgments. By defining
its latent topics using topic modeling, this thesis aims to delineate the thematic landscape
of sustainability and social media study. The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model,
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When conducting LDA, the user must select α and β, and the number of subjects K
beforehand. The result of the analysis depends on these choices. A smaller α results in a
distribution in which a document mostly consists of a few topics, while a larger α results
in a document consisting of several topics of similar weight. In addition, the larger the
value of β, the higher the similarity between the topics, while the smaller the value of β,
the more distinct the topics are [21,23].
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2.2. Data
The sample of publications for this paper was obtained from the Scopus database. We
used two different search strings. The first used “sustainab*” or “CSR (corporate social
responsibility),” while the second only used “social media.” By choosing “sustainab*”
instead of “sustainability” as the search term, we could include similar concepts such as
“sustainable development” or derivative concepts such as “sustainable supply chain.” We
included CSR as the search term because sustainability and CSR are often used interchangeably and both are “umbrella constructs,” i.e., a broad concept used loosely to encompass a
broad set of diverse phenomena [24,25].
We limited the subject area of our search to management, economy, and social sciences,
and the document type to article and review. Finally, a total of 762 articles were produced as
the data set (corpus) for this study. It included the basic bibliometric information about the
articles such as titles, authors, journals, and publication year, abstracts, and keywords. We
did not limit the date of publication. One thing we were aware of when applying the LDA
was that a sufficiently large size of text corpus is needed to ensure accurate and meaningful
results, since the statistics behind topic modeling algorithms require a certain volume of
text [26]. The size of the corpus depends on both the number of documents and the length
of each document. The existing literature to date lacks theoretically justified guidelines
regarding minimal corpus size, however, experimental studies suggested that the results of
LDA for corpora with few documents (i.e., <100) are very difficult to interpret, even if the
documents are long [26]. The number of documents in our study was 762, well over 100.
Furthermore, a meta-analysis of 416 topic modeling studies showed that documents
have an average length of 84 words (median = 14 words) [26], which is below the general
length of research abstracts (100–500 in general). The reason why the average length is
short is that researchers typically use topic modeling to analyze large amounts of short
texts such as social media posts. In sum, the data set of this study consisted of 762 abstracts
and was considered an appropriate size for extracting 10 topics.
Figure 2 depicts the annual changes in the number of articles. It was shown that the
number of “sustainability + social media” articles has grown rapidly from only one article
in 2007 to 231 in 2020. Four papers scheduled to be published in 2021 were also included
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cluding the use of the words “sustainability” and “social media,” respectively, in their
abstracts. From this, an exponential increase in the number of sustainability-themed papers since the 2000s can be seen. On the other hand, social media-themed papers were
very rare before the 2010s, and have exploded since the 2010s. This is natural, considering
that Facebook and Twitter, the leading social media sites, were established in 2004 and
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Table 1 shows the top 10 sources of the articles extracted. The proportion of Sustainability (MDPI, Switzerland) was overwhelmingly
high, followed
Sustainability
(MDPI, by the Journal of Cleaner
1
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Switzerland)
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2

Journal of Cleaner Production

21

3

Journal of Business Ethics

16

4

Journal of Sustainable Tourism

14

5
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12

5

Public Relations Review

12

7

Corporate Communications

9
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Table 1. The number of “sustainability + social media” articles for top 10 sources.
Rank

Source

The Number of Articles

1
2
3
4

Sustainability (MDPI, Switzerland)
Journal of Cleaner Production
Journal of Business Ethics
Journal of Sustainable Tourism
Developments in Corporate Governance
and Responsibility
Public Relations Review
Corporate Communications
Corporate Social Responsibility and
Environmental Management
Journal of Business Research
Media and Communication

152
21
16
14

5
5
7
7
9
10

12
12
9
9
8
7

The results highlighted the obvious point that certain journals specializing in sustainability research had a very high proportion of articles in our data set, given the purpose
they serve. Sustainability, which had the highest percentage, states on its website that
it “provides an advanced forum for studies related to sustainability and sustainable development.” Moreover, the Journal of Cleaner Production says that it focuses on “cleaner
production, environmental, and sustainability research and practice.”
2.3. Preprocessing
All words contained in the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the articles of the dataset
were subject to topic modeling analysis. The abstract was a compressed representation of a
study and could be used as a substitute for the paper because it typically contained enough
key words on the subject of the study [23].
Before the LDA analysis, the texts of the corpus were passed through a series of preprocessing steps. We extracted only nouns from the corpus. When the capital and lowercase
letters were displayed differently or words with a hyphen or midpoint were recognized as
different words, we standardized them to ensure consistency to the extent that they did not
affect the analysis. We removed several user-defined stop-words that frequently appear
in the abstracts of academic articles, such as “analysis,” “paper,” “research,” and “issue.”
We regarded “social media” as a word. We performed this preprocessing using the Biblio
Data Collector, an extension of NetMiner, a social network analysis (SNA) program that is
used for the LDA inference as well.
After the preprocessing, the final number of words extracted from the analysis was
7505. One of the most important variables to be determined for the LDA inference was
the number of topics. We closely investigated the topic-word distributions for different
numbers of topics, such as 10, 15, 20, before we finally decided to use 10 topics.
Regarding the number of topics, no commonly accepted rules for analytically determining this number for a given corpus have emerged so far, apart from performing a search
over different topic numbers and comparing the coherence and exclusivity of the resulting
model. However, the meta-analysis of 416 topic modeling studies showed that half of the
studies contained between 10 and 50 topics, with the average study having 35 topics [26].
α and β should also be determined by the researcher. We set α at 0.1 and β at 0.01, and the
number of simulations at 1000.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Identifying Topics
Two types of posterior probability distributions were obtained by running LDA:
the topic distribution of each paper and the word distribution of each topic. For example,
for the study “Using social media for CSR communication and engaging stakeholders,”
the LDA estimated the probability distribution (see Table 2).
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Table 2. An example of ex-post study-topic distribution.
1st
Topic

2nd
Topic

3rd
Topic

4th
Topic

5th
Topic

6th
Topic

7th
Topic

8th
Topic

9th
Topic

10th
Topic

0.019

0.002

0.004

0.111

0.024

0.003

0.007

0.103

0.002

0.724

As the example shows, this study had the largest number of words related to topic 10,
which amounted to 72.4%, followed by topic 5 with 11.1%. Topics 2 and 9 were the least
relevant, with only 0.2%. The sum of 10 probabilities was 1. LDA estimated this probability
distribution as many as the number of papers (i.e., 762).
An examination of the word distribution for each topic was now provided. For example,
for topic 10, the LDA analysis estimated the probability distributions (see Table 3).
Table 3. An example of ex-post topic-word distribution.
1st
Keyword

1st
Prob.

CSR

0.119

2nd
Keyword
communication

2nd
Prob.

3rd
Keyword

3rd
Prob.

...

7505th
Keyword

7505th
Prob.

0.053

social
media

0.048

...

3D

0.000

In other words, the probability of including the word “strategy” in topic 10 was the
highest at 11.9%, followed by “communication” at 5.3%. The probability of containing the
word “3D” was the lowest with zero. The LDA calculated the probabilities of all 7505 words
for each topic. The sum of 7505 probabilities was 1. The LDA estimated this distribution of
probabilities as many as the number of topics (i.e., 10).
Based on these two kinds of probability distributions, the LDA derived 10 topics. Table 4
represents the list of these 10 topics, with the top 10 words shown for each topic, and the
proportion of the topic in the entire corpus. Topics were rearranged and renumbered in
descending order of their proportion. The LDA classifies topics by algorithm but does not
name them, and the topics should be labeled by the researchers. The authors of this work
labeled the topic names through discussion, analyzing the contents of the top words for
each topic and the most relevant studies with high loadings for each topic.
Table 4. Identified topics from the LDA.
Topic
(T1) Education for sustainability
(T2) Sustainable communication
(T3) Sustainable consumer behavior
(T4) Sustainable marketing
(T5) IT and finance for sustainability
(T6) Sustainable development
(T7) Sustainable community
(T8) Sustainable activism
(T9) Sustainable tourism
(T10) Sustainable supply chains

Top 10 Relevant Words
sustainability, social media, community, development, education,
practice, student, information, communication, medium
CSR, communication, social media, firm, stakeholder, message,
engagement, strategy, Facebook, Twitter
consumer, social media, brand, behavior, intention, effect, influence,
attitude, factor, theory
marketing, business, social media, firm, sustainability, management,
performance, strategy, product, medium
network, information, medium, technology, sustainability, user, news,
system, content, internet
change, economy, person, country, health, development, world,
policy, impact, year
system, social media, management, service, traffic, planning,
sentiment, data, quality, review
food, social media, government, citizen, movement, health,
governance, medium, activism, citizenship
tourism, tourist, city, destination, development, place, social media,
sustainability, travel, visitor
customer, value, chain, industry, social media, supply, relationship,
activity, language, service

Share
0.1568
0.1461
0.1263
0.1141
0.1093
0.0730
0.0721
0.0711
0.0700
0.0612
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3.2. Review of Topics
The 10 topics extracted represented an aerial view of the research in the field. Topics
were grouped into three pillars of sustainability encompassing economic, social, and environmental factors or “goals.” Though the three pillars were closely interwoven with each
other and not mutually exclusive, we categorized T6 (Sustainable development) and T7
(Sustainable community) as having the greatest connection with the environmental pillar,
and T1 (Education for sustainability) and T8 (Sustainable activism) with the social pillar.
The rest of the topics were classified as the economic pillar. Among them, T2 (Sustainable
communication), T3 (Sustainable consumer behavior), T4 (Sustainable marketing), T10
(Sustainable supply chains) included the expansions of existing business and management
fields, with the first three of them also including marketing. The topic classification of
the “sustainability + social media” studies showed a topographic map distinguished from
the general “sustainability” studies in social science or management. The 10 topics did
not cover all areas of sustainability, as not all fields actively studied the relationship of
sustainability and social media.
We compared our findings to that of Pizzi et al. [30], who analyzed the research
trends of sustainability in business administration using search term “SDGs (sustainable development goals)” and the SNA methodology. They identified four research themes:
technological innovation, firms’ contributions in developing countries, non-financial reporting, and education for SDGs. All four of them correspond well to the 10 topics we
outlined (T5, T6, T5, T1, in particular). A brief overview of each topic is provided below,
especially focusing on the interaction of sustainability and social media.
(T1) Education for sustainability
Education is critical to ensuring sustainable development, in that it fosters environmental sustainability awareness. Education for Sustainability (EfS) or Education for sustainable
development (ESD) is an approach aimed at building skills that enable people to focus on
their own behaviors, taking into account their present and future social, cultural, economic,
and environmental impacts [31,32]. The first international paper to recognize education as
an important instrument for achieving sustainable development was Agenda 21, which
outlined areas of action for education [33]. UNESCO stressed that education for sustainable
development requires participatory teaching and learning methods that motivate and empower learners to change their behaviors and take action for sustainable development [34].
With the rise of social media, the education field has been paying closer attention to how the
tool can be best utilized. Social media can certainly be used to share information and raise
awareness about the importance of sustainability among students and continuously engage
them in environmental causes [35]. Social media can be a particularly important tool to
teach a generation called “digital natives.” [36]. A lot of case studies have been conducted
in this field, including an assessment of Facebook as an edutainment medium to engage
students in sustainability and tourism [37]. Wang, S. and Wang, H. conducted a qualitative
analysis of 12 cases of social media-based knowledge sharing [38]. They observed that two
main success drivers were the personalization of corporate entities and the socialization of
engagement on social media.
(T2) Sustainable communication
Corporations should not only behave in a socially conscious manner, they need to also
strategically communicate their sustainability practices to recognize and meet the needs of
their public [39]. However, even businesses that are dedicated to CSR activities sometimes
fail to properly communicate their good deeds [40].
The use of social media to communicate CSR issues is considered an effective way to
foster organization–public relationships and achieve public credibility [41,42]. Literature
also showed that CSR communication through interactive channels can enhance corporate
reputation [43]. Many companies, therefore, have added social media as another outlet for
their external and internal communication about sustainability [44]. In particular, social media differs from conventional media in that it enables organizations and stakeholders to
have a two-way interactive experience [44].
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However, the public is sometimes cynical about CSR messages as they are perceived
as self-serving rather than truly caring for the community [45]. CSR messages may not
be viewed as favorably as other messages, like promotions or corporate updates [46].
The implementation of CSR practices and the expectations of what it will bring need to be
managed [47]. The implementation of CSR is a double-edged sword because it can lead to
an inflation of CSR claims beyond what is practically implemented [48].
(T3) Sustainable Consumer Behavior
Sustainable consumer behavior is of particular importance to marketers [49]. In order
to take advantage of this opportunity, studies have highlighted the important part that
social media plays in molding consumer opinions, influencing attitudes and purchasing
decisions [50]. This is very evident in the sustainability space, where social media’s role in
shaping the consumer’s green behavior and purchase intention has been significant [51].
Research has shown that social networks help to encourage environmental behavior [52],
while celebrity engagement through social media platforms also influences consumer
attitudes toward green products [53]. Social media is now a key communication channel for
businesses, with the platform widely adapted as an important means of sharing information
and ideas, creating content, and expressing opinions [54]. Moreover, social media has
revolutionized the way in which companies and their respective customers communicate
by providing a more interactive buying experience [55], and a more effective means of
obtaining important product information [56].
In studies on the impact of social media on buyer intention, it was found that social
media messages help to increase a consumer’s willingness to buy, while social media
interactions directly impact buying behavior by encouraging consumers to look like their
peers [57]. In other consumer behavior studies, social media was found to be useful
and trustworthy by consumers [58]. In terms of social media’s influence on sustainable
forms of consumer behavior, social media influencers provide a very effective means
of illustrating the benefits of adopting a greener, more sustainable form of lifestyle [59].
More recently, Pop et al. examined the impact that social media has on consumers’ altruistic
and egoistic motivation, as well as their attitudes and subjective norms toward green
cosmetics products [51]. Using the theory of planned behavior with prediction of purchase
intention as the key component, the study found that social media as a source of information
has a clear role in consumer motivation formation and consumers’ intention to purchase
green cosmetics.
(T4) Sustainable Marketing
Many organizations strive to better understand the features and preferences of their
customers by utilizing social media services [60]. In recent years, as customer preferences
have become more environmentally focused, marketers and businesses have sought to cater
to such changes. As such, the issue of sustainability-orientated marketing and, in particular,
interest in green marketing, has rapidly increased [61]. Sustainable marketing is a threedimensional construct that includes environmental responsibility, social engagement, and
economic growth [62,63]. Through these pillars, businesses have been keen to develop operational models that improve financial performance, with much research suggesting that
socially and environmentally responsible practices have the potential to generate higher levels
of profitability and a more positive consumer perception of a business [62,64–66].
(T5) IT and finance for sustainability
Information and Communications Technology (ICT), including social media, and new
financial opportunities such as green bonds and crowdfunding are becoming a powerful
means of achieving sustainable innovation. As IT capabilities as a crucial strategic enabler continue to grow across business, more organizations have recognized the need to
think more holistically about how IT can help achieve corporate sustainability activities.
Companies are now leveraging IT abilities to facilitate sustainability initiatives across the
enterprise, including data center optimization, teleworking, and paperless billing [67].
In addition, the shared economy brought about by advances in ICT also helps with the
transition to more sustainable activities [68,69]. The negative issues arising from a platform
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economy should be resolved by the precise governance of the entire innovation ecosystem, with an emphasis on social responsibilities [70]. In the framework of sustainable
innovation processes, users are described as much more constructive contributors [71,72].
Users’ contributions can include the creation of new supply systems, the shaping of specific
technology characteristics, the development of new usage patterns, particularly in the early
stages of development [73].
Social media and finance are connected in a new way to promote sustainability;
a case in point is crowdfunding. It is an appropriate source of funding for sustainable entrepreneurs who not only focus on the profit-seeking goal but also have to balance between
economic, social, and ecological goals [74]. From a finance perspective, sustainability refers
to the fact that investors and other stakeholders increasingly use non-financial performance
measures such as the environment, society, and governance as important decision criteria.
Investors, consumers, and suppliers are increasingly aware of a company’s CSR or Green
ranking, given how it drives their investment and purchasing decisions [75]. Corporations
are increasingly inclined to construct a “green image,” which translates into real value
for businesses [76]. Consumer communication through social media plays a vital role in
this process.
(T6) Sustainable development
All 10 topics classified by the LDA naturally address sustainability, however, this
topic in particular corresponds to the general discussion of sustainability or sustainable
development. This can also be seen from the relatively high share of words like “country,”
“world,” “policy,” “economy,” and “climate” in the word distribution of the topic. In other
words, this topic deals with the status quo, obstacles, and the path toward the sustainable
development from a global, national, macro, and policy perspective. The term “sustainable
development” is often used interchangeably with sustainability itself and encompasses
other sustainability topics [77]. However, considering the general nature of the topic, we
labeled the topic as such.
This topic also includes how social media can help achieve sustainability transformation. Daigle and Vasseur emphasized the need for transformational change as the Earth
is reaching the limit of its resources, and they suggested that the solution can come from
education and social media [78]. Intensifying the government’s narratives in social arenas
through the use of newspapers and social media platforms can help to make environmental issues more politically and socially relevant [79,80]. Ghazali et al. underscored
the importance of public awareness in mitigating the negative externalities associated
with CO2 emissions, climate change, and carbon capture and storage (CCS) through a
survey of residents in five states of Malaysia [81]. The analysis of the EU’s social media
communication efforts presented the likely view [82], while Gupta showed how the power
of social media can be leveraged for social goods such as the provision of micro lending in
India [83].
(T7) Sustainable community (city)
A sustainable community refers to communities planned, built, or modified to promote
sustainable living. It is continually adjusting to meet the social and economic needs
of its residents while preserving the environment’s ability to support it [84]. The term
is sometimes used synonymously with “sustainable city.” There are four drivers of a
sustainable community: multiplying social capital, efficient use of urban space, minimizing
consumption of natural capital, mobilizing citizens and their governments [84].
It is noteworthy that advances in ICT technologies, including social media, have begun
to play a major role in creating sustainable cities. In this regard, a new term, Smart city,
has emerged, the concept of which is based on urban development by integrating technologies and systems to efficiently and securely administer the city resources, with the
aim of improving citizens’ quality of life, community development, and protecting the
environment [85].
ICT and social media can be important sources of information for community design
and management [86]. For example, spatial information aggregated on social media, such as
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POI (point of interest) information, can be used to identify urban population dynamics and
assist in urban planning [87]. Cities can utilize a variety of structured and unstructured
data including social media posts to guide the creation of sustainable and safer traffic
systems [88]. Social media is also used to assess the quality of the environment. Wang
et al. developed an index that measures the quality of the environment by analyzing what
people post about the environment on social media, and calculated the index for 27 Chinese
provinces [89]. In addition, social media can foster engagement and self-organization in
participatory urban planning and neighborhood governance [90].
(T8) Sustainable activism
Individuals can engage in sustainable activism more effectively using ICT, including
social media, which is often called digital activism. Activists for sustainability are often
confronted with an array of legal restrictions and financial restraints, and the internet
represents an attractive new opening for activists. Cyberspace offers room for expression
in a relatively uninhibited space with low financial and social costs [91]. Shim showed that
social media platforms such as Twitter can quickly and efficiently build an issue-based
advocacy group in Korea [92]. However, activists and NGOs need effective communication
strategies. Vu et al. analyzed 289 global climate NGOs’ framing of climate change to
find that of the three protest frames (diagnostic, prognostic, motivation), diagnostic was
the most popular [93]. Persuasive technology (PT) can not only support activists with
information and communication technologies on an individual level, but also support
communication and cooperation among individuals for collective action [94].
As activists move from alternative media platforms to commercial social media platforms, the users face increasing challenges in protecting their online security and privacy.
While social media offers an unprecedented level of visibility for activists, the risk of being
monitored by corporations is inevitable [95].
(T9) Sustainable tourism
Since the 1980s, sustainable tourism has been at the forefront of academic enquiry [96].
Sustainable tourism development is defined by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) as a form of tourism development “that takes full account of its current
and future economic, social and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors,
the industry, the environment and host communities” [97]. The tourism development
literature is vast, with a wide range of topics covered, such as tourism sustainability [98],
indigenous tourism [99], cultural tourism [100], demand-based tourism development [101],
tourism and regional economic development [102,103], and the impact of tourism development on the environment [104]. An emerging theme within the field has been the
role that social media plays in driving sustainable tourism. Like other areas across the
business landscape, social media has become an important facet of the tourism sector, with
tourists sharing their experiences online [105]. Social media’s user-generated content [106]
represents a very cost effective and efficient means of reaching existing and new customer
bases [107]. In addition to this, the platform was also found to be a key driver in travel
purchase decisions [107].
Furthermore, social media portals such as Tripadvisor have become a key gateway
for sharing tourism experiences online. In research on the use of social media by tourists,
studies such as that by Ayeh et al. [106] have focused on the role of social media in purchase
decision-making as well as travel planning, while other works have covered trust and
reliability issues in social media [108]. These studies have shown that despite the market
reach and revenue benefits of social media, the platform has come under intense scrutiny
in recent years [109], in particular, over the trust issues that have emerged with businesses
using social media to post potentially false reviews to enhance their own reputation or
destroy that of their competition [110].
(T10) Sustainable supply chains
One of the biggest challenges for businesses nowadays is the growing need for incorporating environmentally, socially, as well as economically sustainable choices into supply
chain and logistics practices [111]. A growing number of businesses now identify their
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supply chain partners as co-responsible for sustainable management [112,113]. Companies have also begun to pay attention to the role of social media in sustainable supply
chain management. Social media can affect decision-making, and affiliated partners in the
supply chain may benefit from strong social media coordination and cooperation [114].
In particular, with social media empowering customers and social communities to actively
participate and collaborate in sustainable practices by becoming co-designers, co-producers,
and co-marketers, the role of the customers in achieving sustainability in all supply chain
operations has grown [115]. Accordingly, a growing number of companies exploit social media to promote a sustainable lifestyle in various ways, some nurture customer
communities, while some educate customers [115].
3.3. Trends in Topics
3.3.1. Topic Proportion over Time
Based on the LDA analysis results, we distinguished between topics that were actively
studied over time (hot topics) and topics that were increasingly not studied (cold topics). This was one of the most attractive applications of this analysis [23]. We made this
distinction by observing the changes in the proportion of each topic over time.
A linear regression model was built for each topic with time as an independent
variable and the topic proportions in the corresponding years as a dependent variable.
We estimated Equation (1) where θ jt is the average share of topic j in year t.
θ jt = α j + β j t + ε j

(1)

The key area of interest in this study is the sign of the coefficient βj . If this value was
positive (negative), it was classified as a hot topic (cold topic) (see Table 5). As a result of
the analysis, three hot topics and one cold topic were derived at the 5% significance level.
(T3) Sustainable consumer behavior, (T7) Sustainable community, (T9) Sustainable tourism
were classified as hot topics, while (T1) Education for sustainability was classified as a
cold topic. The years 2007 and 2021 were excluded from the regression because there were
only four papers scheduled to be published in 2021 and one in 2007 located in the corpus.
Figure 4 shows the proportions of changes of the 10 topics over time.
From the results, we observed that the research trends across the fields of sustainability
and social media have become more diverse and specific.
In other words, the research’s center of gravity has shifted from general discussion to
specific applications. This was well represented by the statistically insignificant change
in the proportion of (T6) Sustainable development, which corresponds to the general
discussion of sustainability research that deals with global, national, macro, and policy
issues, while (T7) Sustainable community and (T9) Sustainable tourism, which correspond
to specific applications of sustainability in smaller areas, have emerged as hot topics.
Table 5. Regression results and topic types.
Topic

Slope(*1000)

p-Value

Type

(T1) Education for sustainability
(T2) Sustainable communication
(T3) Sustainable consumer behavior
(T4) Sustainable marketing
(T5) IT and finance for sustainability
(T6) Sustainable development
(T7) Sustainable community
(T8) Sustainable activism
(T9) Sustainable tourism
(T10) Sustainable supply chains

−14.356
1.156
12.947
−9.234
−0.326
−1.681
2.968
1.321
5.626
1.58

0.0043 ***
0.8942
0.0021 ***
0.0538 *
0.8974
0.1316
0.0311 ***
0.4138
0.0126 ***
0.2776

Cold

* p < 0.1, *** p < 0.01. Slope is multiplied by 1000.

Hot

Hot
Hot
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in sustainable community design and operation. On the other hand, the role of social
media in sustainability education is not important enough to say that it is indispensable.
In addition, social media’s negative impact on education, such as in the lack of critical
thinking, break-up in study connectivity, and health hazards [117], may outweigh the
positive impact.
The reason why (T9) Sustainable tourism has become a hot topic is that sustainable
tourism itself has gained significant popularity, and social media is playing a vital role
in its success, through sharing experiences and reaching a new customer base, as mentioned earlier.
3.3.2. Topic Proportion across Journals
Table 6 provides the proportions of the topics that were located in the top 10 journals.
The top two topics for each journal are highlighted in bold. The composition of topic
portfolios of the 10 journals clearly demonstrated their unique aims and scope.
Table 6. Topic compositions of top 10 sources.

Sustainability (MDPI,
Switzerland)
Journal of Cleaner Production
Journal of Business Ethics
Journal of Sustainable
Tourism
Developments in Corporate
Governance and
Responsibility
Public Relations Review
Corporate Communications
Corporate Social
Responsibility and
Environmental Management
Journal of Business Research
Media and Communication

(T1)

(T2)

(T3)

(T4)

(T5)

(T6)

(T7)

(T8)

(T9)

(T10)

14.9%

4.4%

19.8%

10.8%

13.3%

7.9%

7.0%

4.7%

11.5%

5.6%

7.6%
6.7%

1.6%
48.6%

10.6%
13.9%

12.0%
3.7%

17.3%
7.6%

7.9%
3.6%

18.8%
1.8%

7.9%
6.7%

1.5%
1.2%

14.8%
6.3%

6.1%

4.7%

16.8%

7.8%

8.3%

3.7%

11.4%

7.2%

29.3%

4.9%

5.0%

58.2%

3.2%

9.9%

2.8%

6.3%

0.9%

10.6%

1.0%

2.2%

4.9%
4.7%

56.5%
67.1%

12.5%
9.3%

2.6%
4.5%

5.4%
6.1%

4.1%
0.6%

1.7%
2.1%

1.0%
0.6%

1.1%
1.0%

10.1%
4.0%

5.8%

53.8%

11.8%

8.3%

3.6%

1.6%

2.0%

1.6%

5.4%

6.1%

10.6%
18.4%

27.8%
3.8%

36.1%
4.6%

10.5%
12.9%

0.7%
26.3%

1.0%
6.9%

0.4%
4.2%

6.0%
13.9%

1.7%
7.9%

5.1%
1.4%

Note: The figures with bold are the top two topics for each journal.

The topic composition of the top two journals (Sustainability and the Journal of Cleaner
Production) was relatively homogeneous by topic, suggesting that the two leading journals
in the field of sustainability have reached some kind of maturity in both breadth and depth.
However, the topic composition of the two journals varied somewhat, with Sustainability having a relatively high proportion of (T3) Sustainable consumer behavior and (T1)
Education for sustainability, while the Journal of Cleaner Production had a relatively high
proportion of (T7) Sustainable community and (T5) IT and finance for sustainability.
Most other journals were characterized by an asymmetrically high proportion of (T2)
Sustainable communication. In particular, (T2) Sustainable communication accounted for
more than half of the topic proportion of four journals including Developments in Corporate
Governance and Responsibility. It is not surprising that about 30% of the Journal of Sustainable
Tourism was devoted to the topic of (T9) Sustainable tourism, as well as about 70% of
Corporate Communications to (T2) Sustainable communication.
4. Conclusions
This study developed a topographic map of sustainability research and its interface
with social media. By utilizing machine learning technology, we identified 10 latent topics,
which provide a map that is different from that of the general sustainability research.
We also identified hot and cold topics by measuring the variation of topic distributions
over time. From our research, we observed that the research’s center of gravity has shifted
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from general discussion to specific applications, as shown by the rise of topics like (T3)
Sustainable consumer behavior, (T7) Sustainable community, and (T9) Sustainable tourism,
which were identified as being hot topics, while (T1) Education for sustainability was
identified as the only cold topic. A topic’s rise and fall may reflect the relative strength of
social media’s influence on each area.
Many of the top journals, based on the number of papers published in the relevant
fields, showed a clear tendency for the topic distribution to be biased toward some topics,
in particular, (T2) Sustainable communication. This suggests that the studies published in
these journals mainly address the meaning of social media in terms of message communication.
Sustainability as a field of study requires interdisciplinarity, and in some respects it is
more interdisciplinary than scientific research in general. Therefore, the task of grasping
the topography and trends of the study has particularly important implications, which
triggered a lot of related studies.
This study distinguishes itself from other studies in that it utilized an unstructured
machine learning algorithm to reduce selection bias in identifying research topics. However, it must be noted that topic modeling does not automatically yield a valid outcome at
the push of a button. The algorithms have rather a supporting role, and researchers need to
make many decisions, which range from selecting appropriate algorithms to interpreting
and labeling topics [26]. As a research method, topic modeling is, therefore, in the middle
between a measurement-centric quantitative and an interpretation-centric form of qualitative method [26]. Nonetheless, this study offers conceptual frameworks to summarize the
research in the field, and, in doing so, proposes opportunities for future inquiry.
One finding that emerged from an analysis of the literature on “sustainability + social
media” is that most of the studies focused on how social media affects sustainability, i.e.,
how businesses leverage the power of social media to enhance their sustainability and
competitiveness. But studies that analyze how a firm’s social media strategy can benefit
from its sustainable efforts were rare. Researchers need to note this gap, and, for hot or
cold topics identified in the study, it is important that further work is done to establish a
clearer understanding of why their popularity rises or falls.
Research linking the issue of sustainability with social media has soared over the past
decade, however, it still represents only a tiny fraction of all sustainability research. Given
the importance of the two megatrends in this era and the need for more effective drivers to
implement sustainability, more robust research on the intersection of the two megatrends
needs to be carried out in the future.
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